
 

 

TIP #16: Using the Correct Event Code 
 

When creating an alert, it is important to make sure the correct event code is used. 
Event codes relating to hazardous weather and coastal events are reserved for the 
National Weather Service; however, alerting authorities have used their non-weather 
codes to issue critical information and protective actions before, during, and after 
weather-related disasters. It is important to remember the following when looking at 
event codes: 
 

• State/Local Emergency Plans: State or local Emergency Alert System (EAS) plans 
may limit the types of codes which EAS participants (e.g., broadcasters) are 
assigned to monitor for EAS broadcasts. 

• Relevant hazards: Certain types of hazards may not be relevant to the risks in your 
community. For example, volcanoes or avalanches may not be present in your 
part of the country. 

• Event codes specified in your application and implemented in IPAWS: The event 
codes that are specified in your application and implemented in IPAWS will 
determine which types of alerts your Collaborative Operating Group is permitted 
to relay to alert dissemination services. 

• Local knowledge: Your selection of an event code may depend on what members 
of your community will understand based on local practice. 

• Finally, the selection of an event code will determine what is initially displayed in a 
television message "crawl". We recommend avoiding use of the EVI code for EAS 
unless you really want the video crawl to say: “A Civil Authority has issued an 
Evacuation Immediate for all of [Your County Name] …” That’s probably not the 
best way to create the public response you desire. In an evacuation situation use 



an event code that corresponds to the reason to evacuate and explain the desired 
public response in the message.  

 

  

Disclaimer: This communication is provided by FEMA’s Integrated Public Alert and Warning System’s 
Program Management Office to highlight program announcements and does not endorse any non-

government organizations, entities, or services. 
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